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Because we know, 
what you are looking for...



Explore 
Premium Class!

Premium Class is a collection for the most demanding. Imagine the most important 

 functionalities of Tito and Bresso and then expand them with a glossy frame 

 and a carbon-like carrycot bottom. Premium Class is a combination of a sophisticated 

 design and innovations, which offer the highest comfort for you and your child.  

When choosing these strollers, you can count on its supreme quality UV50+ upholstery,  

innovative Soft/Hard shock absorbers and easy to use folding system. Explore  

the details and you’ll be sure, that choosing Premium Class is the best you can do.
TITO PC
SL01

Bresso PC STELLA 01



Tito Premium Class from STELLA collection is available on a 
frame in an extraordinary copper colour. Thanks to the glossy 
finishing, the whole stroller looks just perfect. Wheels have 
metalized elements in copper colour. Do you already know, 
which one is your favourite?

STELLA collection is a brand new proposition in Bebetto 
Premium Class. Choose navy blue or black upholstery 
finished with an elegant details in copper colour. 
Carbon-like carrycot bottom is yet another element 
that makes those strollers an unique collection. Tito PC STELLA 01 Tito PC STELLA 02

Tito Premium Class STELLA



Tito Premium Class
Backrest adjustment in a carrycot and in a seat unit makes 
it easy to put your child in a comfortable position. Frame is 
easy to fold and a shock absorbing suspension offers you 
comfort on sett surface. Tito Premium Class is a stroller, 
that you are looking for. 

How do the strollers from Premium Class collection differs 
from each other? In standard version you get unique  
combinations of eco-leather and fabric elements. STELLA 
distinguish itself with frame and details in copper colour. 
SATI is a mixture of fabric upholsteries. Tito PC SL 01

Tito PC SL 01



Details make quality

Premium Class logo High gloss Carbon-like carrycot bottom

PREMIUM CLASS
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Tito PC SATI 01



Bresso 
Premium Class

This model will surely meet even 
the highest expectations. Thanks 
to the adjustable shock absorbers 
stroller acts well even on uncertain 
surfaces and that’s why it lets your 
child travel in comfort. 

Sophisticated pram fabric  
harmonize well with a glossy 
frame and that’s why it looks 
unique. We know that the stroller 
not only has to be secure  
and comfortable, but it also needs 
to look great! Bresso Premium 
Class is truly the best you can get. 

Bresso PC 16

Bresso PC 17



Bresso  
Premium Class STELLA

Bresso Premium Class from STELLA collection is  
a combination of colours, that will appeal to even the 
most demanding tastes. Silver frame is not enough  
for you? Choose the chassis in copper colour. Shiny  
details harmonize perfectly with navy blue or black  
upholstery. Do you already have your favourite colour 
from the STELLA collection?

Bresso PC STELLA 01

Bresso PC STELLA 01

Bresso PC STELLA 02



Adjustable hood 

Hood of the Premium Class  
strollers are highly adjustable.

Ventilation mesh
 
Unveiled ventilation mesh allows 
an extra air flow in a stroller.

Adjustable backrest
 
Comfortable adjustment  
of a backrest allows to  
change your child’s position.

Detachable armrest 
 
Thanks to the detachable  
armrest you can easily put your 
child in a stroller.

Adjustable footrest
 
Thanks to the footrest adjustment 
your child can sit in the most  
comfortable position.

Adjustable hood 

Thanks to the hood adjustment 
you can protect your child from 
cold wind and high sun.

Unveiled ventilation mesh 

Ventilation mesh in a hood  
allows to transfer the warm  
air out from the stroller.

Extra panel 

Apron was finished with an extra 
panel, that protects from wind 
and sun.

Elegant pipping
 
Premium Class strollers are  
finished with an attractive  
pipping, which makes them  
look perfect.

Carbon-like carrycot  
 
Carrycot bottom is c overed with 
carbon-like foil and that’s why 
they look amazing. FUNCTIONALITY
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Adjustable handle
 
Thanks to the adjustment of the 
handle, you can conveniently  
push the stroller. 

Easy to fold
 
To fold down the stroller you 
just need to arrange the wheels 
front-facing, squeeze the buttons 
and gently push the frame. 

Anti finger-trap
 
Covered blocking system  
of the frame prevents you from  
trapping your finger while  
unfolding or folding the stroller.

Side shock-absorbers 
 
You can arrange it in a hard  
or soft mode, which is different  
on a sett or even surface.

Removable shopping bag
 
Thanks to it you can easily take 
out your things from the basket 
and it makes folding down the 
frame much easier.

SAS and DMS
 
In strollers there is SAS (Shock 
Absorption System) and DMS 
(Direction Memory System) to 
maximize the comfort.

Glossy finishing

Wheels in Premium Class  
strollers have glossy elements  
in a frame colour.

Rear shock-absorbers
 
They are adjustable – you can 
put them in soft or hard position.

Glossy frame finishing
 
Frame was mechanically  
and electrochemically polished, 
which ensures its unique  
shiny design.

Pneumatic tires
 
In Premium Class there are 
pneumatic tires which makes it 
comfortable to use the stroller.
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Tito 
Premium Class 

STELLA 01

Tito 
Premium Class 

STELLA 02

Tito 
Premium Class 

SATI 01

Tito 
Premium Class 

SL01

Tito 
Premium Class 

SATI 02

Tito 
Premium Class 

SL02

Tito PC SATI 01



Bresso 
Premium Class 
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Premium Class 

STELLA 01

Bresso 
Premium Class 

STELLA 02

Bresso PC 14



All that you need

Individual modules (upholstery, frame, wheels) are packed  

in separate covers. This kind of solution protects from 

 scratches and dirt and it makes transportation or storage 

 much easier. Set contains many useful accessories, 

 which simplifies strolling with your child. Mosquito-net 

 and raincover will make walks more convenient for your child. 

 Thanks to the thermal mug/bottle holder you can conveniently 

 reach for your favorite beverage. Two bags (changing 

 and shopping) provide an easy access to the essentials.

Raincover
(plus mosquito-net)

Separate
covers

Cup-holderRemovable  
bag

Changing bag



Additional equipment
In Premium Class collection you can choose from the wide range 

of additional equipment. Bobostello Mars car seat ensures safety 

and comfort for your child while driving a car, umbrella provides sun 

protection and hand muff will protect your hands from cold wind  

during autumn and winter walks. 

Hand-muff Car-seatUmbrella

Bresso Tito

Bresso PC 17



Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.  

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the product. Maximum weight tolerance: +/- 200g.  

All Bebetto strollers are manufactured in accordance with standard EN 1888:2012.  

Publication date: March 2019.

bebetto@bebetto.pl

premium.bebetto.eu

bebetto.eu


